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Instruct them to do good, to be rich in good works, to be generous and ready to share -  1 Timothy 6:18  
 
We all probably know that the Bibel commands the Christian to be rich in doing “Good Works”. How would 
you define a good work? Consider this list for a moment, and then identify what you think of as a good 
work:  

- Sharing the Gospel with someone 
 - Feeding the poor 
 - Protecting civil rights 
 - Protesting oil expansion by intervention 
 - Bombing enemies of your faith 
Some of these things you see as the very meaning of Good Work, while others you would say are the very 
meaning of an evil work, or perhaps a work that cannot be called a Good Work. But the problem is this: 
every work on this list might be/has been called a good work by some, and every work has been rejected 
by others. As Jeremiah said long ago, “I know, O LORD, that a man's way is not in himself, nor is it in a man 
who walks to direct his steps” (Jeremiah 10:23). No person is within themselves able to discern perfectly 
a good work. Paul said that “they have all turned aside; they have together become unprofitable; there is 
none who does good, no, not one“ (Romans 3:12).  
 
When people decide what is “good”, they are as likely to be wrong as right. This is not because we have a 
sinful nature; in fact, the desire by all men to do what they believe is good testifies to man’s nature not 
being evile. Instead, it is because we have a DUAL nature (one of flesh/carnality and one that is spiritual), 
and the Spiritual nature is the one which defines good works. Yet our spiritual self cannot function unless 
it is moved by God’s Spirit, which is done EXCLUSIVELY through the word of God. “For the word of God is 
living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and 
spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart” (Hebrews 
4:12). Here the Hebrew writer describes the Scriptures as an instrument, like a precise microscope, that 
can determine things the flesh cannot. Would we use an instrument that has a failure rate of 50% to 
determine something of great importance? Then why is it we rely on our own understanding to determine 
what constitutes a Good Work?  
 
The ONLY way we can accomplish true GOOD WORKS is first by knowing we DON’T KNOW what is good 
without God’s guidance, and second by making our choices coincide with God’s choices. We cannot know 
“by the flesh” what is good with accuracy. We can only know good in every situation “by the Spirit”. We 
are led “by the Spirit” through the Word. This is why the Bible says that GOD defines our Good Works: 
“For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, 
that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10).   
 
One simple passage that speaks to Good works is James 1:27: “Pure and undefiled religion before God   
and the Father is this: to visit orphans and widows in their trouble, and to keep oneself unspotted from the 
world.” Here James says that Good Works are two categories: to show care to those who need, and to 
abstain from sin. These summarize (generically) Good Works as defined by God. We might immediately 
see that for many, abstaining from “every form of evil” (I Thes. 5:22) is not a Good Work. 
 
Form James 1:27 we can ask questions that are answered by the Scriptures to clarify Good Works. For 
example, we might consider the first part (to show care to those in need) and ask “any kind of care”? 



Scriptures indicate that it must be to answer the genuine need (James 2:15-16) and not enable a continuity 
in sin.  We might ask “anyone in need”, and see that there are times where we do not help all (Galatians 
6:10 gives us some guidance). We might ask if we abstain from all things of the flesh, and then see that 
Scriptures warn us not to abstain from just anything (I Cor. 7:1-3, I Tim. 4:1-3).   
 
Abiding in Christ means we must understand that our purpose in this life is to do Good Works, works 
which ONLY God gets to define. Too many (of us) try to define works by what we think is good, and we 
must conclude that self-defined Good Works ≠ Good Works.  


